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Homework Help 
Anf .ssatj fS<) Victoria McCjaKan 
Homework Help is a youth assist program through 
Family Counseling Services in Cortland, New York, for 
which I volunteered with for my Writing 
Studies in the Community / service project. One of the 
problems 1 en countered during I his project was when my 
mcntee, "Luke," was removed from his soccer team; he 
was exposed to the "No Pass/No Play" rule which 
states that if a student is failing his classes, he will not be 
allowed to participate in sports. The majority of schools 
are punishing poor-performing students who are 
involved in extracurricular activities bv removing them 
from their activities with the hope "that such policies 
will serve as a motivational tool, providing the incentive 
for students to pull up their grades" Burnett, 2000 p 
restore and maintain children's confidence, and to 
encourage sports in young children's lives. For 
example, the chart above shows the success of the 
H.irlcm RBI, a community baseball and Softball 
program that is designed to keep kids off the street 
and give them the confidence to do well in school; 
similar programs are the 7enacity tennis program and 
the Hoops and Lenders B.tskerB.il/ Camp. I he purpose 
of these programs is to encourage and inspire kids to 
do their best in every aspect of their lives, but 
particularly in their education. 
Homework Help is a tutoring program designed to 
help students in their education to stay away from 
these situations through cross-age mentoring (in which 
Har lem RBI  
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90% 
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Contrary to this idea, many times when these students 
are booted off sports teams, they have no one to turn to 
for academic and emotional support; they may lose hope 
and give up on their education (Berlin ct al., it)07, p. 85 
-97), so they drop out of school and get into alcohol 
and other dangerous drugs like the situation described by 
Burnett (2000): Jamar is an all-star basketball player 
who used basketball as a way to stay off the streets and 
away from his drug dealing friends. When basketball was 
taken away, he realized there is no way for him to get to 
college, so he dropped out and fell into drug dealing 
along with his friends. It is m y fear that my mcntee will 
end up reacting in the same way that Jamar did. 
Accomplished educator Amy Rosewater (2(X)9) claims 
that kicking a child off the team will also reduce anv 
confidence he may have gained (p. 5). Berlin et al. 
200/ refer to several successful programs designed to 
an older student mentors a younger student). How 
ever, studies have shown that peer mentoring 
(same-age children mentoring each other) has a much 
higher rate of success when compared to cross-age 
mentoring (Wright, J.. & Cleary. R„ p.I. 2006). The 
program that 1 am suggesting is one based on peer 
tutoring among teammates, rather than cross-age 
mentoring. Luke might respond better to assistance 
from someone in his own age group because he would 
be more comfortable talking to someone who knows 
exactly what he is going through during this difficult 
time, rather than someone older who might not be as 
knowledgeable about his situation. Rosewater (2009) 
emphasizes the importance of empathy in peer 
mentoring, writing that this feeling of connectedness 
will help mentees (such as Luke) through the trying 
rimes in school and other aspects of their lives, such as 
trouble at home (p. 55). 
The program I am proposing is an alternative to the "No 
Pass/No Play Rule;" allowing the student to participate 
with the sports teams, while using a peer mentoring 
method of education. Trebilcock (2007 emphasizes the 
benefits of peer mentoring when she points our that "a 
peer mentor can often get through to a child where an 
adult can't" (p.56). T his relationship between peer 
mentors and mcntees benefits both parties, whereas a 
cross-age mentorship mostly benefits just one side: I he 
peer mentor benefits in that he has the opportunity to 
help the peer mentee in a subject he is strong in, while 
also studying the material himself. Ideally, the peers will 
switch positions when studying other subjects. One 
drawback to this idea, however, is that peer tutoring docs 
not expose mentees to the role model aspect of mentoring 
programs. Many times, interaction with college students 
provides this role model relationship. 
Programs with college students mentoring middle 
school-aged children have been successful in keeping 
youth from falling under the influence of alcohol and 
other drugs and successful in other areas as well. One 
specific program in Missouri assigned youth a "tracker." 
A tracker is a college student trained to help unruly youth 
find the path that is best for them. 1 his includes making 
sure that the child is home on time, does his homework 
and helps his parents around the house. These rules help 
the child know that someone is caring for him, and in 
turn the college students become the youths' role models 
(Steward & Weimholt, p.28. 1994). 
Jy 'i" 
u >yjL. 
Good role models provide a mentoring program ' 
with a key component necessary for child develop­
ment. Role models provide the personal aspect of 
mentoring, dealing more with life and relationships 
than tutoring. The students' lives would not change 
without the influence of a successful individual 
helping them find their way through life. While the 
peer mentoring program I am proposing does not 
require as many college students as the Homework 
Help program, it would still be beneficial to both the 
youth and the volunteers. 
The implementation of peer mentoring programs is 
saving many schools a lot of work: When the stu­
dents are learning from each other, the school has to 
spend less money because it is using volunteers rather 
than paying a teacher or a teacher's aide, while still 
achieving the same outcome (Wright & Cleary, p. 7, 
2006). Wright & Clean- (2006) add that many 
schools do not have the resources to give every indi­
vidual student the attention needed for the student to 
succeed, but peer tutoring fills this void in education 
by having classmates pay special attention to each 
other while still using the college students as the role 
models for the students (p. 7). 1 his experience bene­
fits the peer mentors and the volunteers. 
College students will gain the same benefits of educa­
tional advancement and learn to be good role models 
in this new program as they would in Homework 
Help. They will gain the same amount of experience 
with children in the middle school age group, while 
making relationships with more than one student. 
The college students will also gain experience in the 
fields of childhood education and psychology while 
creating connections and building relationships with 
the students on the athletic team. 1 he benefits for 
college students and athletes make a peer mentoring 
program seem like a good idea for those students in 
positions similar to my mentee's. 
A college student could be a useful resource during the 
proposed team homework meetings by assisting the peer 
mentors when no one on the team can figure out a 
problem with the student's homework, while also giving 
special attention to students with educational or personal 
issues. The minimal amount of cross-age tutoring will be 
helpful when it comes to difficult issues in homework and 
also larger life issues, such as parent issues, peer pressure, 
and other important teen concerns that college students 
can help deal with. 
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Robot M usi'e (for people with robot ears) 
/\ Poem R)roolce /\lden ("joffman 
Snoozin shoes and apricots (bump be po stay) 
Brighten up my wobble bots (woomp pec so gay) 
Trans-enormous cobble pots (pee pun co bay) 
Beep bop beep bop bccblc blop someday, someday) 
Di dun doo dun dit dit (deen dun deen dun decn) 
Blippity bloop bop bop bop (bee bump, boo bump bay) 
Zcet zeet zoot ski sail nut dlomp fleep foop fozit kay) 
Neeple nurple snup bikkay (fump locks rumpay) 
Weird as blobble be nom dop bump be po stay; 
Hager peeble lotso top woomp pee so gay) 
If we feeble sneeble rot (pee pun co bay) 
It might snompv leemal stop 
(someday, someday) 
Vippy voppy voopy vee [ bu mp be po stay) 
Gizit shoezit switzit ggeee' (woomp pee so gay 1 
Wippv waahhh waerhrn womp womp wree (pee pun co bay ) 
Please just fezuck weepo dee! (today, today 1 
L)i dun doo dun dit dit (deen dun decn dun deen) 
Blippity bloop bop bop bop (bee bump, boo bump bay) 
Zcet zcet zoot ski sah nut (flomp fleep foop fozit kay) 
Neeple nurple snup bikkay (fump locks rumpay) 
Di dun doo dun dit dit (deen dun decn dun deen) 
Blippity bloop bop bop bop (bee bump, boo bump bay) 
Zeet zeet zoot ski sah nut (flomp-' fleep foop fozit kay) 
Neeple nurple snup-> bi kkay (fump locks rumpay) 
Leave me yullop gotzo zay bump be po stay) 
You wocka dock monstrozopay woomp pee so gay) 
Cruhza STEENZ MOCK FOOK MEEP raaaaaay... (pee pun co ba 
Eentz untz, oontz nuntz, creentz cruntz, ok? (no war. no way) 
A number of historians would come to sec the economic, political and religious restructuring of 
society as the engines responsible for driving women into the domestic sphere. By various names, 
"domesticity," "cult of true womanhood," and their amalgam, the "cult of domesticity" historians 
came to understand women's retrenchment to the domestic sphere as a rebuke to the radicalism of the 
American Revolution.? Linda kerber rook the spate of feminist scholarship and gave the experience of 
women in the early Republic a new name. In 1980 kerber coined. "Republican Motherhood" in her 
widelv-cited, Women ot the Republic. For kerber, " tjhe Republican Mother integrated political 
values into her domestic life. Dedicated as she was to the nurture of public-spirited male citizens, she 
guaranteed the steady infusion of virtue into the Republic and came to be seen as the custodian of 
civic morality." In this way, kerber explained women's roles in relation to the public sphere. Over 
time, women's private nurturing of the polls would take on a public flavor. 
While kerber's Republican Motherhood paradigm has stood out as the preeminent interpretation of 
early American women's platform for public lives, recent scholarship has challenged the validity of her 
premise. Historians have begun to re-examine kerber's thesis and are drawing different conclusions. 
One such historian, Margaret A. Nash, looked at one of kerber's most important sources, Benjamin 
Rush and the Philadelphia Young Ladies' Academy, to show that in the I 790s male school 
administrators and female students had a far broader vision for women's roles in society. I his shift, 
from a narrow notion of female utility and identity around motherhood to a broader construction 
that incorporated elements of both public and private spheres will be called. "Republican 
Road to roy 
At twenty years of age, Emma Hart found herself in an enviable position. After receiving an above-
average common school education in Westburv, Connecticut and beginning her career in f ront of the 
class there. Hart received numerous entreaties for her services as a teacher across the northeast. With a 
few stops and starts, by 1807 she had settled in Middlcbury, Vermont near its esteemed college. 
1 here Hart would begin a c ourtship with John Willard, who had trained as a physician and served in 
various capacities as a local, state and federally-appointed bureaucrat. In 1809 the newly married 
Emma Hart Willard retreated from the common school house for a life lived in the domestic sphere.8 
With John Willard often away on various state business, and his grown children indifferent to their 
step-mother. Emma Willard found plenty of time to revel in the holdings of his substantial library. 
Her letters to him at this time reveal a woman, who despite their twenty-eight year difference in age. 
missed his physical presence but was able to manage household affairs in his absence. She maintained 
an upright posture, even if s he had. "no company at home, so you can see I h ave been a widow 
indeed" who felt she had little to do but "count the days when I m ay expect you home." Along with 
the books in the Willard library, she requisitioned works from her step-son's courses at Middlcbury 
College, pleading with him to examine her in order to make sure that she fully comprehended the 
geometry of Euclid, Paley's Moral Philosophy and Locke 's Essav Concerning Moral Understanding. 
"Nancy F. ( on circs William R. 1 aylor as the progenitor of the term "domesticity." I aylor employed the term in .in unpublished paper presented at the 
Symposium on the Role ot Lducarion in Nineteenth-Century America, at Chatham. MA., 1964. I he most enduring of these phrases, the "cult ot true woman­
hood" was coined by Barbara Welter in her essay by the same title which appeared in \mcrican Quarterly IB (1966 : pp. 151-74. Lastly, Ailcen S. Kraditor 
used the term "cult ot domes!iciry" in L '/> from the PeJcsr.il: Selected 11 'tilings in the History of American Feminism (Chicago: Quandrangle Books, 1968 :. 
Linda Kerber, Women of the Republic: Intellect .in J Ideology in Revolutionary America Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press. 1980 .p. 11. 
Margaret A. Nash. "Rethinking Republican Motherhood: Benjamin Rush and the Young Ladies' Academy of Philadelphia" /ournalof the barh Republic, 
Vol. 17. No. 2 ; Summer. 1997\ pp. 171-191. 
ft 
Lord. The Life of limma II i/hrJ, p. 28. 
9 
l u iz. Daughter of Democracy. 47. 
Her engaged mind and willingness to gently smudge the line between male and female spheres of life 
and learning would soon serve the Willard family and the interests of female education. 
By 1812 the relative stability of life in the Willard home and wider world of early America would be 
demonstrably altered. The War of 1812 had an unsettling effect on trade and would make John 
Willard s position as Vermont state Marshall more involved. In this capacity Willard was absent 
more often as he tended to the maintenance of trade routes and order during the war. Amid 
hostilities the Bank of Vermont was robbed and its directors, John Willard among them, were held 
responsible by wary depositors. Thus by 1815. Emma Willard with her marriage's only child in 
infancy, would find a socially acceptable reason to resume her career as an educator. 
During these first few years of operating a school from her home, Emma Willard drafted the bulk of 
her famous, "Plan for Improving Female Education."11 Though her plan was originally intended for 
an audience before her social acquaintance, the Governor of Vermont, it received its greatest 
endorsement and eventually, its success in the state of New York. Aside from drafting her "Plan." 
W 'Hard s pen was quite active in courting the interest of the well-placed and well-heeled. In a personal 
letter to General Van Schoonoven in 1818. Willard reported that her proposal had "received warm 
approval" from the "Erst characters of Vermont."12 This warm approval in public was countered by 
the private conversations W,Hard had with "many [who] have sought to discourage an attempt to ' 
execute it citing sour public sentiment.13 These disappointments among the political powers of 
Vermont and the vague, general approval she received from others would spur Willard's efforts south, 
beyond Lake Champla.n and Lake George, to New York's capital in Albany. 
Emma Willard. rebuffed from expanding her dream of female education in Vermont, sent her plan to 
Governor DeWitt Clinton of New York in the late fall of 1819. Willard appended an explanatory 
letter to her plan, but intended for the merit contained therein to carry the cause. She took great care 
m her "chirography" and wrote out the small booklet by hand.14 Her purpose, as stated from the 
outset was, 'to convince the public, that a reform, with respect to female education, is necessary" and 
that it would require "the aid of the legislature."15 Willard's wish to have the legislature finance her 
vision for female education was both pragmatic and patriotic.16 
9 
Emma Willard to Prof. William Cpggswcll, January 10. 1842. Emma Han Willard Archive; Dictel Library. Troy. NY. LHWA j p 1 "Plan" also can be « 1 2  ° " D T ' ' " r 2 ' " , 8 4 '  
nsc and progress " of her female education system. That phrase isfound in the collected addressed at] he vou^ iI Z h  ^ ' I M  y  5 . ^  ° "  ^  
12 
Lord, The Life of Emma WiUhnj, p. 48 
Ibid., p. 48 
14 its:: 
m"T8,T S'1 ^  ^  Pub'iC: Pa",CU,arl>''hf Mmb« <>'•"* of New-York. PrOpostng a Plan for Improving Female Educa-
^ Th" COnSe<,UCnCfS °f Statf '« New York. 181,-67." Hisronof 
16 
H arli) American Education for VVornen 
Women's education in the early nineteenth century took myriad paths and found as many ends. I he 
common schools that allowed coeducation were often rudimentary and crude. Female students lucky 
enough to attend school found less than lavish conditions upon their arrival. 1 hey joined together 
with children of many different levels under one rake shingled roof to swelter in the summer and 
freeze in the winter. Charged with their learning were teachers who were only ahead of them in 
literacy by a page or two. 
Families of means would eschew the higher levels of the local common school in order to send their 
daughters to boarding schools to "finish" young women so that they could take their place in 
marriage and society. These institutions particularly rankled F.mma Willard. In the text of her Plan 
she excoriated them for being flawed in two serious ways: first, their proprietors were all too often in 
her words "ignorant and vicious" "private adventurers" who were motivated by profit and not, as 
• 1 8 '  a r 
Willard would see herself, moved by the public good. ' Second, those schools "rely on girls for 
financial support and are thus subjected to the will of the girls and their parents."'' I h at is, no 
education of women could go beyond the desires of the people with the pockerbooks—the very same 
people who wanted their daughters to hold the content of their teacups in higher esteem than the 
content of their textbooks. 
These pragmatic flaws with the educational model of the time served to undercut Willard's higher 
aims. Willard argued that creating a body of women steeped in character education would translate 
into a republic of greater quality. I he citizens were "formed by their mothers and it is through the 
mothers, that the government can control the character of its future citizens, to form them such as 
will ensure their country's prosperity.'"° For too long, women had been conceived ol as "the satellites 
of men" and not, as they were, "primary existencics.'" I hus, Willard's slightly convoluted advocacy 
was that women's education would provide a solid enough foundation in their private role as mothers 
to build an identity distinct from men. With this distinction rhev would then be able to form the 
locus of America's effort to build a more perfect man, citizen, and union. 
' ^Jonathan Zimmerman. Small 11 'onder flu- Utile Red SrhiwIhou.se m History and. Memory New Haven: Yale University Press. 09). p. 24. Willard 
Coggswell, p. 4. 
' ^Willard, "Plan." pp. 7-8. 
19 . 
Ibid., p. 10. 
20 
Ibid., p. II. 
"'ibid., p. 10. 
Women's identity as individuals, mothers and keepers of American character required a 
multifarious educational platform—one fitted to female needs. Willard wanted the "paternal 
bounty" of the legislature to bring "respectability, permanency, and uniformity of operation" like 
that afforded to male colleges, but "yet to differ from them" in ways that "adapted to the difference 
of character and duties" of the "softer sex.-'"" She designed four tenets of instruction. Conceived 
broadly, they would comprise literary, domestic, ornamental, religious and moral arms of female 
education." Religious and moral instruction was designed with higher powers in mind. 
Throughout her life Willard maintained two overriding observances: one to the benevolence of a 
Christian God and the other to the goodness of America. Literary, domestic and ornamental arts all 
dealt with a more earthly and immediate demand—house keeping and child rearing. Religious, 
literary moral instruction would serve her students en route to becoming ideal republican mothers, 
and their domestic and ornamental instruction would aid them in becoming better domestic 
mothers.24 Though it is in how Willard shaped her notions of what education would do for the 
girls as individuals that we find the most promising new ground for exploration of how Willard's 
actions would prove most influential. 
There were many practical points made in Willard's Plan but the overarching sentiment was toward 
developing women so that they could assist the nation from within their protected, private place of 
motherhood. As she would later go on to publish widely in the discipline of history. Willard tried 
to provide context lor her Plan in a far broader scope. Looking at the course of western civilization, 
Willard observed that wealth and its attendant decay were fast approaching the horizon of the 
young American experiment. To Willard, "such is the extent of female influence ... that republics 
have failed, when they calmly suffered the influence" of women's desire for wealth and luxury. 
However, while she believed that "females have been exposed to the contagion of wealth' they were 
not made aware of the cure."" In the case of the American republic, with the aid of an enlightened 
legislature to provide "the preservative of a good education" women would be able to step beyond 
their historical role—as the Eves who brought mankind down from its prelapsarian position—and 
give America's moral character a necessary lift."*1 
""Ibid., p. 19. 
23 
In content and purpose. Willard's "Plan draws heavily front the work of Benjamin Rush in Thoughts upon Female Education. Accommodated to the 
Present State ol Society. Manners, and Government in the U.S.A. Philadelphia: Prichard and Hall. 1787 . N ancy F. Cott in The Bonds ot II 'omanhood. 
" I Voman s Srh ere"in New Tig/and. 1TB0-1BJSargues that Rush "justified female education for its social utility: an American woman required education to 
form her into "an agreeable companion for a sensible man." p. 105. Unlike their British counterparts who more often had domestic servants. American women 
of this era became primary caretakers for their children and home while their husband's pursued expanded opportunities in business and government. 1 hough, 
there is ample rhetorical evidence in Thoughts upon Female Education and its companion. The Rise ol Progress ol the ) oung Ladies' Academy of Philadel­
phia to suggest that Cott may have allowed her overall thesis to shade her interpretation of these sources. As one trustee ot the school would pronounce to the 
female pupils at the close of a q uarterly examination, "you will have the consciousness ... of obtaining for yourselves—what may indeed be of little value as to 
its intrinsic worth-but an acquisition, however, upon which through life you will never reflect without the most pleasing emotions." p. 19. See The Bonds ot 
11 'omanhood. pp. 101 110. 
24 . 
Scott, "What, 1 hen, is the American: 1 his New Woman?" 
25 Willard, "Plan." p. 25. 
26 
Eves long shadow from the Book of Cienesis was present in both Willard's seminary and Rush s academy. In both cases the wording speaks to crimes 
against humanity in ways that can be construed differently. Willard apologizes for the "crimes ot mv sex" in her Plan and a board member at Rush's academy 
in The Rise and Progress ol the ) oung Ladies reminds the girls of "native depravity." p. 27. In the f ormer case the context suggests that Willard is speaking to 
women's propensity for fashion and vanity over "useful labor" while the wording of the latter connection is Calvinist in origins and as such, considers human 
depravity to be universal and not limited to women. Despite these qualifications, everyone who dealt with the issue of female education was both aware of and 
informed by the parable of Eve eating from the tree of knowledge in the Garden of Eden. 
Nearing the conclusion of her twenty-eight page document, Willard apologized for "the crimes of 
my sex" only to charge women's "natural guardians,-our brothers,-our fathers, and our rulers" as 
being guiltier than we. So close was America to the precipice of moral decay that Willard wrote, 
our daughters listen with surprise, when we tell them of the republican simplicity of our mothers." 
She hoped fast action and munificence on the part of the legislature would allow the world to know 
"how great and good a race of men, may yet arise from the forming hand of mothers, enlightened by 
the bounty of that beloved country,-to defend her liberties,-to plan her future improvement,-and to 
laise hei to unparalleled glory. " On New ^ ears Hve, 1818, Governor Clinton responded to 
Willard with a brief note that she cherished and cited for the rest of her life. Clinton took favorably 
to Willard s proposal. He agreed with her vaguely in content, but certainly in perspective. Of her 
proposal, with measured hand, Clinton wrote, "the very fact emphasis his] of such a production 
from a female pen, must dissipate all doubts on the subject of women's ability to learn at a higher 
level. His approbation would take the form of introducing her Plan to the New York stare 
legislature for consideration in the spring of 1819. 
1 he historical literature has been noticeably vague during this period of Willard's life and work. 
\\ hat is clear is this: even with Clinton's approval and introduction, the bill to incorporate a female 
seminary in New York under Willard's supervision passed in the State Senate, but failed in the lower 
House. However, through a process that is nor entirely clear, Willard was granted $2000 dollars 
from the state Literary Fund to develop a school in Waterford, NY north of Albany on the west 
side of the 1 lud son River, to begin in the late spring of 1819.30 She began modestly with a class of 
five students, drawn from what she believed to be the "wealthiest and most fashionable families."31 
Ultimately, this first attempt to run a school in Waterford joined the failure of her bill to pass both 
chambers of the legislature as bitter disappointments.32 However, soon her idea of a publicly funded 
seminary for female education would rise in a different form on the other side of the Hudson, in the 
small town of Troy. 
I he refusal of state legislators to support Emma Willard proved formative to her understanding of 
republican government and the role women could play in nurturing the young nation. While 
\\ lllaid s effort in \\ aterford was winding down, the citizens of I ro y levied a tax against themselves 
in order to offer Willard four thousand dollars toward the refurbishment of an old coffee house. 
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This initial investment was augmented by optional subscriptions to the principal sum's stock all of 
which would be repaid over time in rent on the building.3"' These monies were enough to quickly trans­
form the coffee house into an austere and imposing institution. Bv May of 1821. Emma Willard's 
school had a mix of ninety young female students, both boarders and day. It is important to make clear 
that m this instance, where the state's republican fathers had failed Willard, Troy's democratic citizens 
had succeeded in raising the cause of female education. 
Examining the TF^S' Public Examinations 
In order to make the needs of the domestic sphere and the nation tangible. Willard's Plan addressed 
public examinations and how her proposed institution would "stimulate the ambition" of students by-
granting diplomas. According to Willard. at that rime, "public speaking forms no part of female 
education which she hoped to change by administering "examinations judiciously conducted" to serve 
as a "public test of student] labors" and rectify the inequity between male and female 
education."She believed that public exams "would stimulate the instructors to give their scholars more 
attention" and for their part, the students would better understand and remember their lessons.'5 She 
hoped that with motivated instructors and eager pupils "the public might be fully satisfied as well" 
with the success of her school.'" She envisioned that these examinations would be open to both sexes of 
the public and from which, the school administrators and public at-large would be able to judge the 
success of the pupils, instructors and school. By discussing the desire to have her female institution 
adopt this practice of public examinations Willard found herself in troubled territory. Few could 
disagree that her educational aim to create able, domestic-minded women and knowing republican 
mothers was, in theory', very conservative. However, in practice, Willard's decision to blur the private 
sphere of women with the public sphere of men through public examinations foreshadows an 
important arena of discontent later in her career. 
More immediately. Willard believed that these public examinations would serve as necessary training 
for those pupils who would leave her institution and go on to become teachers themselves. Again, it 
should be understood that Willard was not intending to unleash a horde of educated, radically 
liberated female teachers on the land. Instead. Willard pressed in her Plan that her statement "does not 
exaggerate the female influence in society, our sex need but be considered, in the single relation of 
mothers emphasis mine ."' She hoped to perhaps, "place the business of teaching children" then 
largely, "in hands now nearly useless to society; and take it from those, whose services the state wants in 
many other ways." 8 Plainly, Willard felt that men had more important matters to attend to in the 
public spheres of business and government than continuing to work hand in hand with their wives in 
the home or on the farm raising children. By educating women more completely, those men could be 
relieved of the tired, tepid duty of teaching in common schools in the winter. At her most practical. 
Willard felt that for no other reason, women could be employed in classrooms as replacement for men 
because then the government, "could afford to do it cheaper" with female common school teachers. 39 
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With rhis, we see tliar from the beginning Willard believed that her educational vision would be ap­
plied to creating a female body of teachers but was at most a secondary concern behind 
motherhood. 
No matter the intent. Willard's public examinations were a cause of discomfort even among her 
supporters. Willard recalled that the head of her board of trustees, a man whom she considered a 
sincere friend to the cause of female education." cur her off at the outset of her first exam and 
decreed: That is sufficient - We are quire satisfied, and the class may take their places."41 In rhis 
instance Willard's exams proceeded, and in her words, the public seated in the gallery were "quite 
astonished" with the students and pleased that Willard was able to gently side-step the Board's 
disapproval in order to continue.42 During Willard's next examination, she went on to raise the bar of 
difficulty and heighten the public's sense that Willard was pushing the bounds of women's proper 
sphere with public examinations. In rhis case, the issue was the subject: geometry. Amid grumbling 
from the lookers-on, Willard no doubt inflated the success of one student's response to questions 
from Euclid by writing, she was perfect even in the face of "contemptuous sneers of others" and 
those who believed that her recitation was a mere parrot-like exhibition."43 The success of this pupil 
encouraged Willard to expand her teaching of Euclid in Watcrford from one exceptional student to 
every child of age whose father agreed with their daughter learning the material. 
These public demonstrations did effect change within the curriculum and the minds of those who sat 
in the gallery. After its founding in 1824 the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute provided a large pool of 
male faculty members such as Dr. Amos Eaton who regularly served as examiners. Looking on from 
the gallery, family, friends and interested Trojans sometimes numbering in the hundreds peered down 
on young women during their recitations and recitals. One student, Lucretia Hudson, who later went 
on to become an administrator at TFS, stayed with Willard's school during the transition from 
W a terford to 1 roy. At her final examination, her knowledge of Natural Philosophy, Euclid's 
Geometry and Trigonometry was put to the test. She did so well that she received a lasting ovation 
from the crowd and was presented with fifty dollars from an interested benefactor so that she could 
begin her independent life.44 Much of this information regarding Willard's idea of public 
examinations and how they evolved from Waterford to Troy has come from her later memory. 
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With week-long examinations looming at the conclusion of each term, students often felt as though 
there was little time to waste on much beyond study and betterment. In a letter to her family home in 
nearby Chatham one student pleaded, "I can say with truth that I d o not waste any time. Every hour 
has its appropriate duties.'"45 These "appropriate duties" included taking care of one's own room, 
predawn walks, daily religious observance, afternoon dance class and other domestic concerns that 
may not have been as mentally taxing as Euclid or Paley, but were equally stressed.46 Many students 
wrote of their own earnestness, like Grace Phillips, who also went from Waterford to Trov with the 
Seminary. When I c onsidered that I c ome not for pleasure but improvement," Phillips wrote, "I 
found it to be the best and wisest plan to study and improve so that at no future period would ei­
ther myself or my friends ... have reason to reflect upon my misimprovment. sic]"4' This earnestness 
on the part of students was reinforced with disciplinary policy that deserves greater attention. 
Given the many demands placed on student attendance to lectures, meetings, and exercise, a student 
disciplinary policy developed early at TPS that stands in stark relief from the lowlv policies of 
\\ illard s contemporaries at finishing schools. \\ lllard had hoped to receive public funds so that she 
could set her course of instruction and disciplinary expectations at a level that she believed to be supe­
rior to that of others. In fact, \\ illard succeeded on this point even without public funds.4X In a letter 
to a friend, one student with tongue-in-cheek, described what tvpes of actions would raise the ire of 
the administration: 
for the violation, or neglect of any of the recitation, absence from prayers, walking, absence from 
rules during study hours, our rooms, or things being in disorder, and many other such mighty crimes 
we receive a mark from the monirrcss. which mark or marks are to be publicly exposed on the day of 
examination, thus you may be able to judge in what manner we spend our time, and under what re­
striction we are held.4-
I h e public airing of student misconduct was certainly a vestige of Puritan piety and penitence. Con­
trasted with preceptresses at finishing schools whose first alleged purpose was profit, we can see that 
\\ illard s hard line toward the misconduct of her pupils and public airing of their misdeeds differenti­
ated \\ illard s school (at least in her own mind from many others of the time. 
Extraordinary as Emma \Y illard and her efforts were, she was by no means a moral titan. While stu­
dents who left a g love on their bureau or a corner of their bed untucked were docked points and pres­
tige at examinations, at least in one case, more serious affronts to the female role as keepers of the 
nation s morals went unreported. In 1828, when the school's monitress entered one student's room to 
order her to extinguish her lights the student's lover was discovered. When informed the following 
morning of the event, \Y illard responded that now the young woman had been promoted overnight 
and "is one of my teachers, and is no longer subject to the rules of the school at large."50 This exam­
ple illuminates how by 1828, the now widowed Willard, had begun to view marriage, morality and 
her responsibility to her students differently. In this instance she made the choice not to have the ad­
ministrators at the 1 FS "out" their student, thus failing to "bring its subjects to the perfection of 
their moral ... nature." Put another way, she chose to protect the student from public ignominy and 
in so doing, saved herself and her institution from a similar judgment. 
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versy surrounding the departure of one of her most promising scholars. As the editor of Emma 
II lllard and Efcr Pupils recounted in 1898, the parents of Lucretia Davidson knew that their daugh­
ter was special when, at the age of six, Lucretia was "found in a c loset, hidden behind piles of linen" 
with pictures and Roman letters on a sheaf of paper "which proved to be poetical explanations, in 
rhyme and metre." " Her brilliance required that she be taken from the Plattsburgh Academy and 
enrolled at the TPS because of the latter's superior reputation for scholarship. A later poem of David­
son's. written while she was a s tudent at the d PS became something of classic among the student 
bodv. Concern for failure and pride in accomplishment imbue Davidson's poem titled: 
f w "The Week Before Examination" 
One has a headache, one a cold. 
One has a neck in flannel rolled; 
Ask the complaint, and you are told. 
Next week's Examination 
One frets and scolds, one laughs and cries. 
Another hopes, despairs and sighs; 
Ask but the cause, and each replies, 
Next week's Examination 
One bangs her books, then grasps them tight, 
And studies morning, noon, and night, 
As though she took some strange delight 
In these Examinations 
The books are marked, defaced and thumbed. 
Their brains with midnight tasks benumbed; 
Still all in one account is summed. 
Next week's Examination. 
Thus speed vc all, and may the smile 
Of approbation crown your roil. 
And Hope the anxious hours beguile 
Before examination1' 
Davidson, as a superior scholar, may not be a f air representation of how students at the 1 PS felt 
about their requisite study and potential for calamity before the public. Indeed, Willard may have 
understood better than Davidson when she wrote to a f riend, the examinations are "just peeping in 
upon us, the new scholars are as usual panic struck, and the old ones dread its appearance, for one I 
am perfectly indifferent if I can only live through it and get home, I shall be happy.' 4 No matter the 
feelings of others, it is important to note the undercurrent of pride that Davidson displayed in the 
lines: "As though she took some strange delight" and ".. .may the smile / Of approbation crown your 
toil." Reading Davidson's verse, it is almost as if w e are able to see a private, stifled portion of these 
young women grow beneath the light of public inquiry and examination. 
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Tragically, in the year after this poem was written Davidson's illness would f orce her to leave school. 
Having never fully recovered, by 1828 she succumbed to her illness. A terse and telling epitaph was 
included in Emma Willardand Her Pupils, " o ne is not surprised to learn that she paid the penalty 
of precocious genius." ^ Th is sentiment, published seventy years after Davidson's death is something 
of an anachronism. The editors, though educated at TFS and close to Emma Willard, still show in 
their words the notion that for women there existed a limit to learning and the well-being of the 
learned. Willard conceived that the public examinations served two different ends. She wanted the 
public to recognize and laud the pupil's moral upbringing and the higher quality of systemic 
education received at TFS. For the students, she intended the looming examinations to be 
motivating; to push them harder in their course of study. With their increased motivation would 
come increased recognition of their abilities and more generally, increased acceptance of women s 
capabilities to exercise their minds at a high level. For her students, over time, the public examinations 
became an entree for the young women into the public sphere. In front of hundreds of fellow 
students, friends of the school and members of the community, the girls needed to find their voice. 
For some, this voice would take them from the vocation of mother to the occupation of teacher. 
rom Speaking to ~\~eaching 
During the long first decade of the Troy Female Seminar)' from 1819 to 1832 there were far fewer 
teachers trained than biographers, historians and even Willard remembers. Despite historian Anne 
Firor Scott's claim that in the 1820s pupils of the TFS were being prepared to support themselves 
and not sec education as a means to marriage, in fact, for the majority of the 1820s they were being 
molded for motherhood and thus, marriage.56 The predominantly cast pupil was that of the 
well-to-do daughters of the aristocratic elite. The heads of the Riker, Piatt and Cass families all sent 
their daughters to Troy for a c ourse of study that blended the ornamental arts with literary and moral 
instruction from Emma Willard. Much like the boom in New York's economy during the 1820s and 
1830s, Willard needed to turn valuable raw material into refined products of even greater value. 
Though the actual number of students were slightly higher, Emma Willard and Her Pupils provides 
biographical sketches of 346 students who attended the TFS between 1819 and 1832. Some for less 
than a y ear, a few for as many as seven years. Of those 346 students, only 40 arc described as going 
on to become teachers see Table I). When calculated, we find that only 12% of the girls who 
attended TFS went on to become teachers at all. A further evaluation of the data shows that many of 
those students-turned-teachers cither taught for only a short time before marriage, became teachers 
toward the end of the TPS' first decade, or in the case of many who remain, they became teachers at 
the ITS themselves. Of the later group, a significant portion were women such as Elizabeth Hart and 
the Hudson sisters who all held filial connections to Emma and John Willard. 1 his does not discount 
the accuracy of describing them as "teachers" but it should be noted that very few of the forty or so 
trained teachers from the long first decade of the ITS were what we would now understand as 
teachers. Their careers were far shorter (typically under five years), personal matters superseded 
professional concerns and for Willard. it s eems that training female teachers was an extension of her 
role as mother to daughters both real and adopted. 
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Table I. Percentage of Troy Seminary students who became teachers from 1819 - 1832 to 1832 - 1842 
(iTatTyTars) ^f wh° 
1819 -1832 346 came teachers who became teachers 
1 12% 
1832- 1842 543 , cn 
150 27% 
v figures drawn from Fairbanks and Sages, eds.. Emma Willard and her Pupils)51 
h1 a- 1832 cohort *rarc a number of veiy norab,e ^p— " Elizabeth Hartand the Hudson s.sters. a small group of female teachers used then initial teaching 
experience at TFS to propel them .mo life-long careers as educators. Scott cites Julia Pierpont and 
h'' teaChr 11825 and 1824 rCSPcctlvc'y) who used W,Hard's training 
as a springboard into the teaching profess,on. In addition, in 1828 Jane Ingersoll left TFS and found 
4 ; dTwhere ;hf p,on"rcd asp™ ofs-'"fe and ^ucat f 
for women. Significant as they are. these individuals began a movement that would earn- on ,n the 
decades to come, but contrary to Scott's interpretation, because of their small numbers and nature 
her™!^ "°r Pr°VC thatthf ,82()S W,llard r"")' saw training as a major part of 
inTe '832h~ 7 TFS eXpe"CnCcJ 3 "P'd nsf in th'~ enrollment and even greater growth fii il7%rrf"8 542 77 te3C,bCr5' Fa,rbankS and Sage Sk£Khed biographies in Wfrd and Her PupJs {or 542 1 FS pupils in its second decade. This growth of sixty-four 
Crl d' /h 5 /t Tf " °nC °f tbf Prem'er °ptl0"S ««ucL, » fhe country 
me t 1 I/ t SmdentS' 150 rfthBn ™ W beCO™ -Tool teachers in various cT 
L naming WoTth 1 T fr°m U% *'^ int° tbe dass™»". 
deca V t 7 t0 °mC teaChCrS (SCC Tab'C t- ThlS 'ncrease from the TFS' first 
decade to its second strongly suggests that either the landscape of the pupils had become radically 
^erec or Willard s purpose had shifted at the TFS. Indeed, it was both. Ubetween S 
W^ards intent for female education had gone from being a near total interest in creating Republican 
Mothers to one where training girls to become Republican Women was a priority. 
1 o evidence this point, during the TFS' second decade Willard created a telling change in tuition 
policy. From its inception the TFS had been largely an a la carte institution where girls were able to 
enroll ,n the courses they and their guardians saw fit. with each course beyond English incurring an 
Will a'idL mtl°n fCC T" J 'tS SCCOnd decade an often discussed trend emerged at the TFS 
W.Uard began to finance the educational expense for some of her pupils if they would, upon 
Willa d'sSt' 7C T Pay h" baCk With the,r eam,ngS' ™s P°int has b-o used from 
laid time through to contemporary historians in an effort to show that Willard was first and 
oren„,st a teacher of teachers In .842 Willard wrote that her idea to send students out to be 
teachers begun from kind feelings for individuals young, ambitious, and unfortunate" but would later 
7„rrn • • ofd™ri"g and female education."™ Given that the 
mention of W.llards tu,t,on-for-teaching program in Emma Willard and her Pupils is for 
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Almira S. Lee in 1830, in contrast to Scott's interpretation, Willard did not see her work with the 
majority of her students from the ITS' first decade as part of the engine to drive and change female 
education.' Instead, assistance given was from a good heart and a wish to help young women in need. 
Over the course of the 1830s Willard's initial benevolence grew.62 Through the institution's second 
decade one in three 1 rojan women made part of their living as teachers, in turn, requiting the gift 
Willard had given them. 
Womanhood's [Retractors 
Educating young women to become teachers was but one aspect of Willard's change from republican 
mother to republican woman. Emma Willard herself crossed the public's notion of the learned line 
for women with her endeavors in publishing. Recently widowed in 1825, Willard went on to write 
the His tor} of the United States or Republic of America. In 1828, her book was reviewed in the 
American Journal ot Education to modest praise and found popular success. One anonymous reviewer 
hailed that it c ame nearest of any book that has yet appeared, to a f amiliar and interesting history of 
the United States."" Though the reviewer believed that the textbook could "be introduced with good 
effect in the higher classes of schools and seminaries for cither sex" he thought it to be "peculiarly 
adapted to females. In his estimation there were "a few inaccuracies, we attribute to the assistance 
employed by the author, as well as several places where the "phraseology of the narrative would ad­
mit of improvement, and lastly, it is deficient, perhaps, in exactness and regularity."6> In conclusion, 
the reviewer surmised that "all defects are so minor that they will be corrected no doubt in later edi­
tions. I hi s urbane and considered assessment of Willard's History- would help clear the way for 
Willard to become a major figure in the publication of textbooks throughout the nineteenth cen­
tury. It will also serve as a counterpoint to later reviews of some of Willard's other published works 
and public engagements. 
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By the end of the first decade of the seminary there were a number of major changes for Willard. 
1 hough a lifelong American patriot, through her writing of history she developed a consciousness of 
the plight women faced the world over. Following a seven-month trip to France and Great Britain, 
Willard was able to meet women of her station in life whose access to education was even more 
limited than efforts in early America. Upon her return she drew from her experience abroad and 
founded the Troy Society for the Advancement of Female Education in Greece. The purpose of the 
society was to raise a fund that could be used to erect a school for educating female teachers in 
Athens.6X I o this end, Willard and the Troy Society were successful. Within a year thev had raised 
enough money to build a school in Athens that employed twelve teachers and scores of young 
women had received instruction. After a period of only eighteen months the "Troy Seminary" as it 
was called in Athens had received over $3000 coming from various societies across the northeast, 
spun off of Willard's original in T roy.6' 
1 hen and now Willard's effort on behalf of Greek women was considered to be overwhelmingly 
successful. Nonetheless, Willard found her beneficence mired in controversy. Soon after the initial 
meeting of the 1 roy Society was held, an anonymous reviewer writing as a "Friend to Suffering 
Humanity" published a broadside in nearby Albany. Willard's "Friend" began bv urging readers to 
examine the "real merits" of the 1 roy Society 's plan before providing their support. As was often the 
case with Willard's critics and reviewers, this "Friend" was long on character assaults and somewhat 
shorter on meritorious issues. I l is charges, presented here will be given space for detail so that the 
reader may gain a more complete sense of the style and substance of the vitriol she elicited from her 
detractors. "She is vain and egotistical in the extreme; and to gain her to your purpose, you have only 
to fill her ear with flatten- and fulsome adulation." Beyond her vanity, Willard possessed "very little 
real talent, she is visionary and Quixotic as Sancho Pan/a himself." When nor tilting at windmills 
she possessed "all the faults which we expect to find in woman, this Iusus naturae of the sex adds just 
as much ambition and hypocrisy as are left unoccupied in her heart without them." Further, and 
disappointingly typical of sentiment toward a widowed woman who kept a public calendar in mixed 
company, the critic intoned of Willard, "if report speak true, has not always been quite as fastidious 
as a vestal in obtaining her desires." ° His charges were unfounded and so Willard's "Friend" quickly 
backed off his libelous statement by writing, "with her private life I have nought to do;—because I a m 
not a Police Officer;—but with her public life, (which indeed, includes all her actions), I hive to do. 
emphasis hisj Her public life is public property, and as a stockholder in the general fund. I have a 
right to examine the true value of my property!" ' He first asserted that he had nothing to do with 
her private life, only to write that Willard lacked a private life because all of her actions were public. 
Clearly, this man felt encroached upon. By referring to himself as a stockholder we can assume that 
he was a citizen of Troy and thus, he literally held stock in the TFS. Stockholder or no, his 
exclamation that he has the "right to examine the true value of my property" engenders the sense that 
this individual, contrary to the majority of 1 rojans at the time, questioned the worth of Willard, the 
1 FS and the enterprise of women's education. " On another level, for this man to refer to Willard 
and her school as "my property" raises residual issues of coverture and the regard with which women 
in the public sphere were held by some at the time. 
Emma Willard, read by Rev, Mr. Peck. "Advancement of Female Education or. a Series of Addresses, in I avor of Establishing at Athens, in Greece, a 
Female Seminary. Especially Designed to Instruct Female Teachers, Troy: Norman Tut tic, I833X p. 8. Angelo Repousis "The Trojan Women: Emma Han 
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A r eport of the committee on the affairs ot the TFS reported to the Common Council of Troy in July, 1833 that "as to woman, public opinion has at last 
acknowledged her just claims to equal intellectual cultivation and improvement. These principles are too obvious to require comment, at this enlightened dav." 
Reprinted in "Troy Female Seminary." American Ladies Magazine. Vol. 6. 1833. EHWA Box No. 6, to! 2. 
The next year. Willard again ventured into the public sphere to publish an account of her seven-
month journey to France and Great Britain. Tier journal entries and various correspondences written 
during her trip formed the basis of a book titled. Journals and Letters from France and Great Britain. 
This book showed her expanded sense of self and tor the cause of women. What made Willard's 
publication notable is that through her travels and published account she hoped to raise awareness to 
the plight of uneducated women in Greece. Unlike Willard's JJ/ston-of the United States, her work 
in Journals and Letters was panned by critics and reviewers. Willard's gender and place in the forum 
of public ideas is at the heart of the criticism. Prior to discussing the content of the book the reviewer 
remarked "if a woman is going to do the work of a man. it ought to be done in male clothes so the 
opponent does not alter their approach or expectations. In a joust chainmail should be worn, nor 
silk." What the reviewer proposed, in order to allow for a fair critique of women's writing was to 
have women publish anonymously. In essence the reviewer wanted to banish women from the public 
world of publishing until it could be determined that their work was of equivalent quality to that of 
males. His critique of Willard's place and purpose comprised the majority of the review. Comparing 
two different reviewers of two different books is fraught, but the difference in tone and treatment of 
Willard in her History and her Journals hints at the fact that by the mid-1830s Willard and the 1 FS 
faced increased resistance as the intended role of young students morphed from motherhood to 
womanhood. 
* 2, 
W-'llard fully in View 
Rather than retreat from increased public criticism to the relative privacy of her neatly appointed 
cottage i)n the grounds of the seminary. Willard stepped into an even larger public role. Lessons 
learned from her contacts with associates in Europe and the organizational necessities of her "Troy 
Society" were useful in the formation of "1 he Willard Association for the Mutual Improvement of 
Female Teachers." Formed by Willard in the heat of summer, in time for the fall of 1838, the 
Willard Association was designed to guide young teachers from the 1 FS "in the execution of your 
important duties, that not only yourselves may obtain benefit, but the thousands of the rising 
generation who are under your instruction." 4 I o this end. Willard directed her remarks at those 
pupils who were indebted to her, and who "by the terms of their contract, are to teach until their debt 
is cancelled according to directions received from me." I he wording and meaning is ironic when 
one considers that when the initial contract for the seminary's funding from 1 roy was drawn up, 
Emma Willard was described in the text but her then-husband John had to serve as the signatory 
because of carry over from British laws regarding coverture. Nearly twenty years after that compact 
was made it was now Emma Willard who held the debt of scores for young women across the 
country. Willard's thirty page letter pulled back the veil of her expectations and thoughts on 
pedagogy. Ii is certainly worthy of greater focus in its own right. I lo wever, here the formation of the 
Willard Association is most important for its addition to the cumulative change between the purpose 
of the I F S in 1822 and its purpose by the time Emma Willard handed over principal authority to 
her son and daughter-in-law in 1839. 
Review "Journal and Letters From France and Great Britain. American Quarterly Roim. Vol. 15. March. 1854. 
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Following Willard s departure as principal of the TFS and brief, unsuccessful marriage to Dr. Yates she 
was elected by an all-male board, at the urging of her friend and prominent educator Henry Barnard'to 
ecome Superintendent oi the Female Common School Association of Hast Kensington, CT Her 
h e l d w ' „ " l  t H e  f i r S t / U b l ' C  ° f f l C C  W , " a r d '  t H c  r e p u b l i c a n  h a d  
amonl he f L V""™ " Kcnsin«t0n was » association being fotmed 
among women of the town because previously they "were not so well situated for acting m an 
associative capacity, as in many other places."" These women were to join together in pairs and ,n 
the h """T bT W°U'd, COndu,Ct a Student census' school-house accommodations, evaluate 
the character and ability of the teachers, and required "well-educated, judicious, and public spirited 
women who would be able to maintain a consistent record of necessary improvements in the absence of 
choof 7 T> S u ed,t°r'S n°tCS' W,"ard'S P'an f°r thc K™>"gton common 
schools was disseminated through the Western College of Teachers in 1842 as well as through 
numerous conventions in several States as a model for firture public female schools. 
tttlTA ^TfiT 3 Stnng °f tfaCh" """'"I* ^ traveled west ,n 1844 
through the Appalachian coal fields to the three rivers of Pittsburgh order to address the young 
women of the Washington Female Seminary. The Washington Female Seminary was born from the 
cxpcnencc of its founder and teachers, graduates of W,Hard's ITS. By this point,' the pleas of Willard 
dl d°Z chTd 8 T dtrm'i W'Uard had surv,ved "ne husband' d—d i^«y 
adopted two children, served as mother to hundreds more and had held a public office. She had endured 
anonymous, basriess attacks on the content of her character and the qualty of her education Gone was 
downcast deference to the republican fathers, as evidenced in her correspondence w ith New York 
riTw h pt0n.°« '' tW° dfCadeS PrCV'OUS' Standi"g brf°re a5Scmblcd stud™ bodv of 
rhe Washington Female Seminar)-. Willard railed: ' 
No fatherly eye of a legislature has ever yet deigned to look at rhe places where their tender daughters 
assemble for education, to see how they are accommodated, or how they are instructed] No parental 
hand has ever yet been stretched forth in bounty to them]. . . Heretofore the claims of their 
daughters have been merely orer/ooWby the fathers of the state; the time has now arnved when if 
they are not granted, they must be rr/W . . . How would the countenance of the intelligent mother 
darken, and her voice falter, should she attempt to teach her son to love a county which treats with 
contempt the nghts of her sex! all emphasrs hers] 
caflintTrb ^ 7*^' r<,sPectful «»<• addressing thc fathers of the state, never 
pat ,oti hi r 7^ < €d"""°n ^ ^ ^  Hm W,"ard b°rderS °" 
P , heresy byiprofcsstng an ultimatum: if educational rights] are not granted, fthc state fathers! 
3d.n»f f'S tC 7't.W,,1;rd MS d°nC '"Horing — to do the work of rhe stare in 
molding the country s future fathers ,f the state refused ro recognize the importance of its future mothers. 
^ ^  S"— W 
"tnnna WflM. "Address M the Pupils rf.he Washing,„„ FematoSeminaiy." printed by George Perkin 1844 13 
7 8  - c . s .  
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Willard had created her own path to woman's equality, first through motherhood and then through 
the expanded role of womanhood and was at a point where despite her long love of country she was 
willing to put the rights of her fellow women on a higher pedestal.S° As she continued, Willard drew 
on the iconography of the Salem witch trials by pronouncing: 
could I have died a martyr to my cause, and thus ensured its success, 1 w ould have hugged the stake, and 
blessed the faggot. Once 1 had almost determined to seek permission to go in person before the legisla­
ture, and plead at their bar with my living voice; believing I should throw my whole soul in the effort for 
mv sex. and then sink down and die from the exertion." 
Her words, directed immediately at the students, but spoken most necessarily to the men in Albany, 
Harrisburg and Montpelier show that her hope for the future resided not with government, nor solely 
with mothers acting on the republic's behalf. Instead, by 1844 it is clear that W illard believed the 
cause of female education would move forward with young ladies in their capacities as organizers, in 
their professional form as teachers and in their new, expansive roles as republican women. Like the 
beacon of John Winthrop's Boston for generations past, Willard urged the women before her to be 
the light she helped to kindle and implored them to make it bright.8" 
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anged over time is that we need a critical biogra-
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fcireign dignitaries in Colombia, Germany and 
or transnational approach to the advancement of 
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late-1830s. This runs counter tojjthe finding 
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history of education. 
critical biography of this bold American and bright light in the 
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rhough Anne Firor Scou makes much of Willard's claim that in 1834 that "Justice will yet be done. Women will have her rights. I se e it in the course of 
events." p. 8. Scott seems to be conflating the rights of women in Greece to receive an education with the political rights of American women. 1 hus, \V illard s 
pronouncement in 1844 of how women should refuse the wishes of the state's uncaring fathers is an important and distinct rhetorical shift. 
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"Taken directly, Willard said of herself, "will you not say, when 1 am gone, she was a mother to the female youth of her country; she earned advantages of 
education for us by her tears and by her toils. Be it ours to see that the light she helped to kindle becomes not dim. but increases in brightness .. . and enlarges 
our minds to comprehend, in our good desires, our sex. our country, and the world, \V illard. Address to Pupils of the Washington Female Seminary, p. 23. 
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Michael peV'to 
I sh ouldn't tell you, I d on't want to, not really, but I need to. not because 
1 fee l obligated, not because I am required to, just so we understand, but 
because I ca n't lie anymore, not about something so trivial, which even in 
its triviality, I feel embarrassed, somewhat, to reveal about myself... 1 
sometimes feel like I am always thirsty, and no amount of water can 
quench it, and even now, talking about it, I a m distracted and also trou­
bled. because no matter what. I cannot distract myself from this distrac­
tion, and even when I d o, it never lasts, because my mind inevitably trav­
els, on its own, without my help, it just disappears from my sight, and 
then I am in real trouble, because, like a loyal barn cat, it returns with 
gifts, gifts which it thinks are gifts, but which really are not, and 1 must 
pretend to be thankful... 
* 
To confess is to acknowledge, and to acknowledge seems very helpful, 
especially in matters such as this one. in which the past, present and fu­
ture rely so heavily upon the thin hammock of my stability, emotionally 
speaking, and maybe even psychologically, which isn't all that uncom­
mon. but which troubles me more now because of the implications, such 
that cannot be ignored, but will flash like the last flicker of a bulb's life, 
when the wires within are shown for what they really are. when the light 
dissipates in an invisible cloud and we realize that it isn't magic, but 
merely science and technology, but even that I c annot believe, because 
that light is so bright before it d ies, and that last flicker, the one which 
seems so real, is only seen after the eyes have been seduced by the imagi­
nary. but then, here 1 g o again with my deviations and shifts, when I 
promised myself, and you, that 1 w ould tell you, and 1 will, I will tell you. 
but only if you really want to know, and I ca n't tell if you really care any­
more, if the sound of my voice repulses you, if it lulls you, if it numbs 
you, or if it h as no effect at all on you. which is very much a possibility, 
because I o ften can't stand to hear myself speak, despite my hyperactive 
tongue and its frantic behavior, but 1 do it anyway, to calm myself 1 su p­
pose, to distract myself perhaps, to imagine myself something more than 
I b elieve, when the curtains are pulled so tight they don't seem to exist, 
and the lights burn your eyes, that is where I am most me, when the play 
is over, and I b et you think I ju st confessed the secret I p romised to tell, 
that 1 let it slide past my lips, which were too distracted by my tongue, 
but I a pologetically admit we have both been duped, because I felt, for 
only a second, that I was preparing myself for the actual admission, and 
then, distracted by you, or rather my awareness of you and how easily I 
could blame you for distracting me and thus avoiding my confession. I 
did exactly that... 
* 
Isn c it quite funny, how much I have said, and yet how little 1 h ave said, 
because when I began, my direction was somewhat.. .direct, which is to 
say, that I c ertainly only needed a few words to relieve mvsclf of this 
growing burden, which grows even while 1 speak about it... Isn't it 
pathetic, grossly morose, to speak of my potential victim who is me, the 
fluttering butterfly haplessly disturbing the quiet air of a scenic meadow 
in perhaps late may when the grasses dance hypnotically to the rhythm of 
the wind, isn t it me who I hope to snatch up with a thin handled net. to 
twist into a tiny pocket of fine mesh, the butterfly, me, now fluttering 
helplessly in the loud air of a shrinking room with so many windows 1 
cannot see through because the wind is a lso trapped and is frantically 
squeezing itself into miniscule spaces which cut like hair thin razor blades 
against my weary wings, when suddenly I fall hard against the invisible 
walls of another room, with its solid transparency, impossible, and the 
echoes of my wings which I now beat with futility, because 1 k now, now, 
in this container I hold, myself inside, that with a simple twist. I can be 
free, and yet. my hands cannot seem to find the right hold, and the jar 
eludes me, despite it being my possession... 
I a lmost did it again, if you noticed, but no. no, no, no. it was only a story 
1 c ieated to, I admit, entertain you while 1 ci rcle the room with my eyes, 
trying to find a way to remind you that I c annot be trusted, not when my 
studs are at stake, no, especially not then, which is now, I suppose, 
which is when, is suppose I promised to tell you that I c annot be trusted, 
not to tell you the truth, because even when my confession comes, it will 
likely contain fallacies, inaccuracies, diversions, half-truths devouring 
whole-truths which in their most pristine potential for accurate admission 
are probably so coded, so tangled up with previous attempts, so wrought 
with fear and shame, so absolutely entranced by the butterfly snatcher, 
that I d oubt I would know if the secret were an honest 
confession or if it were merely a diversion I a m nor aware of, a trick being 
played on me. by me... Do you still want to know the secret, would it 
matter to you now to know, could you trust it? 1 imagine not... which 1 
apologize for, you know, leading you on as I have, luring you into the 
darkness with what you thought was a torch, but once you walked closer, 
you realized was a match... 
It was never my intention, I hope you know, not to lure you. not to tempt 
you, and especially not to intrigue you regarding my secret, because, 
admittedly you must have known I would never tell you... at least you 
were right... 
Yevgeny Zj&myatin's We, and the f~allacies of Logic in (Jtopia 
/\n Ussay Andrew f ~| a mil ton 
The concept of a perfect society, or Utopia, has inspired thought and philosophical supposition for millennia. With 
the hope of one day attaining the social perfection of Utopia, humanity has explored countless possible methods for 
achieving it. 1 he resulting intellectual labors have produced such optimistic works as Plato's Republic and Thomas 
Moore's Utopia, claiming that logic and reason, as the distinguishing traits of humanity, arc the conduits through 
which mankind may achieve a perfect society; however, the same pursuit of Utopia has also more recently yielded 
modern literary works that claim that logic and reason arc the very creators of societies that arc infernal in nature, as 
illustrated by the inhuman communities of Aldous Huxley's Brave New World and George Orwell's 1984. The 
similarity shared between all of the imaginary societies in these works is the fact that each society claims 
"perfection" through their governance under the standard that the attitudes, actions, emotions, and wishes of 
humanity are all uniformly mcasureable and predictable. Reacting to this idea, Krishan Kumar, author of Utopia 
and Anti-Utopia in Modern limes, postulates that "the utilitarian and materialist cast of logical and 
mathematical] ideologies deny] any place and meaning to the 'soul' or to any other human attribute that can] not 
be scientifically analyzed and empirically observed (123). In other words, logical societies look upon mankind 
through the lens of mathematical constructs, completely without regard for the personal wants of the individual or 
the impulsive and irregular human elements that compose "the soul." 
d he arithmetically perfect society of the One Stare in d evgeny Zamyatin's We exemplifies a social engine that 
attaches itself so blindly to the securities of logic and science as the saving graces of its human populace that its 
citizenry is left with little choice but to deny their individualistic qualities and become nothing more but the 
mass-produced, uniform components of the State's "mathematically perfect" communal machine. Written in the 
1920s, Zamyatin s One State reflects the early 20' century's anxiety of technological advancement, vet the pervasive 
and ancient echo of Plato's Republic is also present in abundance. On the surface, several comparisons can be 
drawn between Socrates' concept of a perfect city in Republic and the One State of We. Roth societies assign their 
citizens jobs and occupations based on their fitness for those jobs as well as share children communally (meaning 
that no single "mother" or "father" may be attributed to any single "son" or "daughter"); they entrust their 
governance to a s ingle leader whom the public considers "enlightened" and absolutely fit to rule through his 
superior intellect and judgment, and the two societies also both enlist certain citizens as "Guardians" to defend the 
interests of the government. 
1 hough these ideas may superficially may appear to be beneficial to a human society and seem to have the makings 
of a Utopia, it must be recognized that all Utopian ideals have the potential to become perverted and turn what 
would be a perfect and proper society into a twisted dystopia, or what Kumar calls "anti-Utopia," the very "shadow 
of Utopia": 
U jropia and anti-utopia arc antithetical yet interdependent. ...] The anti-utopia is formed by Utopia, 
and feeds parasiticallv on it. ...J It is Utopia that provides the positive content to which anti-utopia 
makes the negative response. Anti-utopia draws its material from Utopia and reassembles it in a manner 
that denies the affirmation of Utopia. (100 
Dystopia is, therefore, present wherever Utopia has the potential to arise. In fact, according to Jean-Paul Sartre's 
existentialist interpretation of ideas that come into being in his essay Being and Nothingness, any " utopian ideal], 
if it is suddenly placed outside the subjective, can only affirm itself as distinct from and opposed to its creator" 26 
-27). With this in mind, it can be said that all perfect societies are destined to deviate from the lofty ideals on 
which they were founded as they succumb to other less-perfect, even perverse, human influences that extend their 
authors control. I o e xemplify an extreme of this case, a philosopher may found a Utopian nation, but it is the 
warmonger king who assumes the throne after the philosopher's death that twists the philosopher's ideals to serve 
his own purposes. 
More often than not in literature, all potential Utopias degenerate to form established anti-utopias. Though 
concepts of communal familial networking, enlightened rulers, and just Guardians mav have the abstract, 
intellectual appeal of a Utopia, they can easily be tainted by evil tendencies when put into the fallible hands of 
human governance. 
1 he authors of the laws and doctrines shared between the One State and the ideas of Socrates meant primarily to 
mold the constructs of their societies in such a way that the most human lives would benefit and enjoy "equality"; 
however, social equality is contradictory to the ambitious and selfish nature of man. This is illustrated by Plato's 
Socrates as he begins to ponder the creation of a perfect city in the early installments of Republic. After designing a 
city adequate for the mere survival of its population, Socrates makes provisions for its citizens to live in comfort: 
Tjhc healthy city] is no longer adequate. On the contrary, it must now increase] in size and 
population ...j with a multitude of things that go beyond what is necessary for a city ...] the land, 1 take it, 
that used to be adequate to feed the population ...] will now be small and inadequate. 
1 his reflects the nature of humanity not to be satisfied with simply living. Human ambition and the desire to 
indulge in all kinds of comforts drive our religious pursuits as we seek the luxury to claim that we can unravel the 
secrets of the universe, our hopes for promotions or better jobs so that we may make higher salaries than our peers, 
and even our intellectual interests to flatter ourselves into thinking that we are the exclusive sources of certain kinds 
of information. Eventually, "we have to seize our neighbors' land" because the sustenance of our own land does nor 
satisfy our human craving to feel superior over others and over our environment Plato 52). 
Even the logical citizens enjoying the uniform and "mathematically infallible happiness" of the One State have not 
escaped their baser human desire to claim superiority (Zamyatin 3). The protagonist of We. a mathematician 
named D-503, ironically reveals his own individual, carnal pride while singing the praises of the mathematical 
perfection of the One State (which discourages the indulgence of the individual). He relates his thoughts as he 
looks over the cityscape of the State, saying 'it was as if I — no t whole generations past — had personally, myself, 
conquered the old God and the old life. As if I personally had created all this" (7). This expression of pride on his 
part reveals that, as a human, he places himself on a higher level than the doctrines of the State. He looks upon it as 
if he is the "new God" that created it. and therefore he only lives in it as he does because he wills it so. He thus 
deceives himself with an unconscious illusion that he is able to change the State, or leave it entirely, if he wishes. 
1 his illusion defies the logic of the state and contradicts D-503's own perception (created and indoctrinated in him 
through the One State) that humility is a virtue and pride is a vice. I h erefore, because he is a dissenter of the 
perfect society in which he lives, the State will devour him like a phagocyte does a microbe; this is to say that the 
overwhelming and inescapable doctrines of the One State shall cventuallv strip him of his dclusorv power and prove 
that he is nothing more than a controlled factor in its own operation (113). 
Another early sign of the disquietude D-503's human nature arises as he describes his initial sexual attraction to a 
woman named 1-330 as "a kind of strange and irritating X and he] couldn't pin it down, couldn't give it a 
numerical expression [...] For some reason, Tie] became embarrassed" (8). There is no mathematical formula that 
can predict natural human attraction, despite the efforts of the One State to. like Socrates' city, mathematically 
"impose [...] control on sexual lives" through "child breeding" Zamyatin 14). As long as there are humans, there 
will be the mathematically inexplicable tendencies of human nature. The unpredictability of human nature remains 
the unsolvable irritating X that, if it could be solved at all. would result in a truly mathematically perfect human 
Utopia. As the One State stands, though, nature remains unsolved and therefore the "X" continues to plague it. 
With this in mind, to continue to say that the One State is a "mathematically infallible" Utopia would be a lie. and 
the fact that D-503 s primal instincts still exist is a testament to the fact that human nature cannot survive in such a 
formulaic Utopia. 
Plato insists that lies are necessary, though, even in the most perfect of societies. While discussing the education of 
the Guardians of his city, Socrates admits that it would be most beneficial for certain untruths to be propagated 
through the educational system of his "enlightened" society: 
Aren't there times when it is u seful to lie], and so does not merit hatred? What about when we are dealing 
with enemies, or with so-called friends who. because of insanity or ignorance, are 
attempting to do something bad? Isn't [a lie aj useful drug for preventing them? (63) 
According to Socrates, then, lies are permissible as long as they offer some benefit to the greater community, pre­
venting "bad" from being attempting by allies as well as enemies. If a ruler can lie to prevent a murder, or a 
violent riot, then a the public can forgive that ruler for being untrue since the harm of the lie certainly does not 
result in the same physical harm that murder or violence would cause. Given the same token, a government that is 
established as absolutely beneficial to its citizenry is therefore allowed to lie in order to protect itself from being 
overthrown, and thus the government may safeguard its public from the woes of anarchy or the imposition of a 
more imperfect governmental system. 
I he government of the One State sustains itself on the same principles. Using the fear and destruction generated bv 
the " 1 wo-Hundred-Year War," a devastating event that reduced Earth's human population to several million, the 
One State establishes itself as the exact opposite of the elements that began the war (and therefore the embodiment 
of unanimous peace and happiness) to gain the confidence of its people. Though the cause of the 
I w o-Hundred-Year War is not specified, the structure of the One State's government attributes natural individual 
aspirations and "the savage state of freedom" as the determined the causes of the war. Thus a totalitarian 
government, binding individual ambitions and coercing its citizens into obedience under "the yoke of reason" 
stands as the single most effective preventative measure against the outbreak of a second Two-Hundred-Year War 
and the destruction of mankind 3). In Imaginary' Communities: Utopia, the Nation, anei the Spatial Histories of 
Modernity, Phillip E. Wegner discusses the founding principles of the One State and its government as "Working 
toward a common goal." referring to "all of the institutions and practices of the One State ... Each of which] 
aims, first, to assure the satisfaction of the society's maternal wants" (153). In other words, the One State acts as a 
parental figure to its citizens. Its institutions, though seemingly harsh, are meant only to protect its "children" from 
endangering themselves once again through war. 
With this logic, the government indoctrinates its citizenry to equate defying the government to the destruction of 
humanity, for surely the Utopia of human unanimity in movement and ideas embodied by the One State is the only 
threshold that prohibits mankind from immediately reverting to its naturally animalistic state and plunging 
headlong into genocidal war once again. As a physical manifestation of the State's success in seceding humanity 
from its violent nature, the government has built a wall that separates its city from the wilderness beyond its 
borders. According to D-503, "Mankind ceased to be savage when we built the wjall, when we isolated our 
perfect, machined world, by means of the w all, from the irrational, chaotic world of trees, birds, animals" (83). 
Yet both the Wall and the government have failed to truly remove the natural lust, pride, and carnal tendencies of 
its human citizens, as evidenced by the X that plagues both D-503's doubts and the One State itself. Therefore the 
wall (and. by extension, the One State) is merely a false idol to the ideals of humanity's separation from nature and 
a unanimous, non-free human spirit. Despite the efforts of the One State, war and conflict are still very possible 
and very present in its human citizens, and the wall is merely a symbolic deterrent to violence that offers no real 
preventative measure to destruction. 
d he reliance of the One State on untruths is also apparent in the contradictory statements about the State that 
D-503 makes throughout his narrative. Early in the novel. D-503 refers to the beauty of the One State being 
"perfect non-freedom," implying that there are absolutely no flaws in the social structure or happiness of the One 
Stare, yet D-503 later admits "the absolutely exact solution to the mystery of happiness has not yet fully 
materialized even in the One State (6. 13). 1 he conflicting messages that D-503 presents to his audience, 
specifically in this case, establishes that the One State is indeed "imperfect" in happiness. D-503's earlier use of the 
word "perfect' can be attributed to the fact that the One State has so effectively propagated the falsitv of its 
perfection as truth that D-503 has come to subliminally associate the One State as adjectively "perfect." D-503 
understands, though, that this subliminal association that the "exact solution the mystery of happiness" exists in the 
One Stare is not necessarily tnie, and most assuredly many other citizens of the One State share similarly doubtful 
thoughts even if they also continue to refer to the State as "perfect." 
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I he doubts of the people are irrelevant, though, since their subliminal indoctrination is so severe that thev shall 
continue to treat the One State as perfect, despite their doubts. The government of the One State thus relies on 
subconsciously intoxicating its citizens through a lie of perfection to maintain its power. 
1 he falsifications of the One State allow its leader, the Benefactor, to feed upon the unquestioning obedience and 
dependence of its people to sustain his own power, even to the point of denying the humanity of those he rules. A 
case that illustrates this point is the incident of the Day of the One Vote as described in D-503's narrative. The 
Day of the One Vote is a holiday of the One State that is meant to be a celebration of the shared happiness of its 
citizens, illustrated by a ceremony in which the public is asked to vote for or against the continued rule of the 
Benefactor. 1 raditionally, the Benefactor is always re-elected by unanimous vote, and the people feel unified by 
their shared enthusiasm to absolutely support the government of the One State; however, the Day of the One Vote 
presented by D-503 in Wc proceeds quite differently. Instead of unanimous support, the foundation of the 
Benefactors power is shaken as thousands of discontented citizens raise their hands to vote against him. The upset 
causes some of the Benefactors more loyal followers to panic and take up arms against the dissenters, who defend 
themselves violently (proof that the One State has not succeeded at all in suppressing humanity's carnal nature). 
After the riot, the government-regulated media of the One State comment: 
1 he celebration was clouded by a slight disturbance wrought by the enemies of happiness, which, 
naturally deprives them of the right to become bricks in the foundations of the One State ...] It is 
clear to each of us that taking their voices into account would be as ridiculous as taking the accidental 
coughs of sick people in a co ncert audience as part of a majestic, 
heroic symphony... 131 
Again, the One State's reliance on falsity is clear. The "slight disturbance" of the Day of the One Vote, being the 
thousands who voted against the Benefactor, drives the Benefactor to deny the "voice" of the dissenters as citizens 
of the One Stare, depriving them of the right to vote as "bricks in the foundations of the State". In other words, the 
Benefactor s actions confirm that the vote that reestablishes his rule over the State each year is a he and a mockery 
of the original concept of voting (having the aim of giving the considerations of all citizens an equal voice in the 
government . Additionally, the presence of dissenters in the "utopian" One State and the violence and denial with 
which they are dealt with immediately qualifies the nation as an existential dystopia, despite (he media's denial of 
the significance of the dissidents' opinions; as Sartre explains, "if one refuses] to allow being any determination or 
content, one is] nevertheless forced to affirm at least that it /s. Thus. let anyone deny being whatever he wishes, he 
can not cause it nor ro be, thanks to the very fact that he denies that it is". In other words, the media of the One 
State not only acknowledge the significance of the rebels by trying to ignore them, but in doing so they actually 
definitively establish the impotence of the State as a perfect society, since their every "negation" of discontent in the 
One State is an "affirmation" of its presence (Sartre 48-49). The "foundations of the One State" therefore 
compose an illusory democracy, having a self-serving government operating under a totalitarian dictatorship (what 
Socrates calls " Tyrannical Rule" in Republic) (Plato 258). 
Socrates would defend the position of the One State, though, as evidenced by his Own opinion of dissenting 
I [he harshness of the masses toward philosophy synonymous here with "logic" j is caused bv those 
outsiders who do not belong and who have burst in like a b and of revelers, abusing one another, 
indulging their love of quarreling, and always arguing about human beings - something that is least 
appropriate in p hilosophy [and logic.] (194) 
Following Socrates' model, the Benefactor treats those who oppose his rule as "outsiders who do not belong," and 
therefore strips them of their citizenship in the One State as far as he is able. Being that the One State is one of the 
final surviving human settlements left on the planet, to be denied one's rights in the One State would be akin to 
being denied the privilege to call oneself human. 
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Ironically, Socrates also indirectly alludes to the fact that human beings are "least appropriate" in the field of 
"philosophy", which may be expanded to include the "logic and non-freedom" of the One State. The irony of this 
assertion lies in the fact that it places human beings at odds with the founding "philosophy" of "mathematically 
infallible happiness" that the One State offers its human citizens. With this in mind, the concept of "mathematical 
happiness is an oxymoron, since mathematics itself is a concept based on inorganic "logic" and happiness is an 
emotion and therefore by definition applies exclusively to the organic, "human" world. According to Wegner, 
"4 his dynamic is symbolized in the narrative by the figure of the imaginary or complex number, the square root of 
negative one" which D-503 associates with 1-330. the alluring woman who, as a human, defies the "logic" of the 
One Stare. Wegner continues to say that D-503 "finds the concept so exasperating precisely because it is a 
'challenge' to his mathematical understanding of the world that arises from within the very logic of that 
understanding itself' (157 ;. The fact that the One State bases itself on such a self-contradicting idea, coupled with 
the fact that the resoundingly "human" character of 1-330 is associated with the element that "challenges" the 
State's "mathematical understanding" and thus creates the contradiction of logic, establishes that the notion of the 
State being a logically-based, non-free Utopia in which humans can exist happily and peacefully is grossly 
ill-conceived. I herefore, if the One State can indeed be used as a model for a human society based on logical 
ideologies and social structures, the supposed logic-governed city of Socrates would be just as unstable, 
self-contradictory, and reliant upon dishonest government as lies dystopian State. 
Given the contradictory and naturally unsatisfying components of the One State, the "outsiders" among the citizens 
seek a way to escape from their totalitarian prison. They find a way to travel beyond the Wall that surrounds the 
city and commune with the "savage yet free" people who live in the outlying wilderness, the MHPI II. The MEP1II 
and the refugees of the One State are disadvantaged to live without the comforts of mass-produced goods, 
technological aids, and shelters of glass and iron, yet readers can more easily sympathize with their free wav of life 
outside of the non-freedom of the One State than the contradictory logic-based existence of the State's loyalists 
(who seem to be more parts of a great, unnatural machine running on "petroleum food" than members of a human 
society) (143). Unable or unwilling to reshape the contradictory nature of the society of the One State, those who 
abandon it share the same dilemma of the citizens of the moral dystopia of Ursula Le Guin's short story, "The 
Ones Who Walk Away from Omelas." 
Le Guin's story describes the community of Omelas, what superficially appears to be a perfectly happy township of 
free love, consequence-free drug usage, and a church untainted by a clergy, all tailored to the satisfaction of the will 
of the individual. The people celebrate and make merry all day, every day, enjoying " sjmilcs, bells, parades, horses, 
and orgies]" while "the offspring of these delightful rituals are] enjoyed and beloved and looked after by all"; 
however, like the One State, there exists an "X" of imperfection in Omelas (LeGuin 19, 20). Not all who live in 
Omelas arc happy. There is one house in this blissful community that is home to the only citizen who lives in 
anguish, a child locked in a broom closet. "It could be a boy or girl," the story's narrator explains: 
It looks about six, but actually is nearly ten. It is feeble-minded, perhaps it was born defective, or perhaps it 
has become imbecile through fear, malnutrition, and neglect. It picks its nose and occasionally fumbles 
vaguely with its toes or genitals, as it sits hunched in the corner ... | ; 24 -25) 
1 he child lives wretchedly, naked, alone, unloved, and terrified. I l uman compassion would dictate that, if such a 
child was to be discovered by others, then it would be rescued from its torturous existence posthaste and cared for 
by the community. The child's suffering is known well to the people of Omelas, though, and the blot on their false 
Utopia is the fact that they are cruelly indifferent to and yet dependent upon the child's agony: 
They all know the child] is there, all the people of Omelas. Some of them have come to see it. others are 
content merely to know it is there. They all know that it has to be there. Some of them understand why. and 
some do not. but they all understand that their happiness, the beauty of their city, the tenderness of the their 
friendships, the health of their children, the wisdom of their scholars, the skill of their makers, even the 
abundance of their harvest and the kindly weathers of their skies, depend wholly on this child's abominable 
misery. (26-27) 
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Despite the fact that their joy and the stability of their community is somehow derived from the suffering of an 
innocent child, most of the citizens of Omelas continue to live gaily. 
There arc some, though, who are moved by compassion and cannot suffer the indignity of enjoying a life of 
splendor and plentitude at the expense of a child's life. They are unable to cope with the heartless majority of their 
community, and so they leave Omelas, "These people go out into the street, and walk down the street alone [_...] 
youth or girl, man or woman. Night fills; the traveler must pass down the village streets ... and on out into the 
darkness". Each of the individuals who abandon the "city of happiness" do not know where they are going or what 
awaits them in the unknown "darkness", but each of them is certain that whatever they find beyond the walls of 
Omelas will be more satisfying, more human, than the insufferable happiness within (32). The sentiments and 
dignity of the ones who walk away from Omelas arc the same as those who forsake the mathematical happiness 
of the One State. Thev are aware of the inhuman contradictions and injustices of the societies that they renounce 
and decide that they shall have no part of such injustices, almost as if they may wash their hands free of guilt in 
such a manner. The fact still remains, though, that the child still suffers in Omelas, and the human spirit continues 
to be squelched in the One State. 
With this in mind, though those who abandon unjust and dystopian societies have indeed shown more potential for 
human feeling, they are at the same time more abominable than the ignorant masses that remain chained to the 
tainted happiness of Omelas and the One State because the ones who walk away are cognizant of the inhuman 
violence of these imperfect societies and yet do nothing to save the souls who are damned by them. In order to call 
ourselves human and trulv own the "X" of our being that separates us from heartless arithmetic, we must confront 
injustice and evil when we recognize it and not simply allow it to destroy others as we passively and indifferently 
observe from a safe distance away. It is our social responsibility to seek out the evils, the injustices, and the untruths 
of our world so that we may undo them, for "there can be no human dignity without the end of misery and need, 
but also no human happiness without the end of old and new tonus of servitude (Wegncr 159 . 
Being that the evil injustice of the non-free dystopia of the One State is now easily recognizable, the question arises: 
"How docs one rectify such a society of non-freedom?" With as little thought as possible, one may propose the 
unlettered answer that absolute non-freedom can be combated by absolute freedom. However, considering what 
"absolute freedom" truly entails, it could be argued that such freedom would be indeed just as evil as absolute 
non-freedom. This point is explained most poignantly through an in-depth exploration of the concept of 
"freedom" in the final episode of the Japanese animated series, "Neon Genesis Evangelion. directed by I hdeaki 
Anno. Through a discussion between the series' protagonist, Shinji Ikari. and his subconscious (voiced by the 
characters he has come to love and depend upon through the series), the idea of a world of perfect freedom 
arises. Shinji is shown as a black and white sketch floating upon a blank white background. His reaction results in a 
dialogue with his own thoughts leading to the conclusion that "perfect freedom" is in fact just as constricting on 
human individuality and identity as perfect non-freedom: 
SHIN'II: What is th is? A world of nothing? A w orld with nobody in it? 
SHINJfS THOUGHTS: This is the world of perfect freedom ...] a world in which you have no re­
striction. 
SHINJI: Is this really freedom? 
SI IINJI'S THOUGHTS: Yes. this is what it is; however, this world has nothing m it. You arc] uncer­
tain. [You have | no self-image to orient yourself). T here's nothing solid here. It is a world in which there 
arc no obstacles, no anything. This is a world in which you can do anything you wish. And yet. you arc 
still afraid, aren't you? Don't you know what it is you want to do? 
* 
Shinji's initial reaction to "the world of perfect freedom" is doubt, since the normal perceptions of freedom list 
encompass social norms and a world to interact with. Perfect freedom, though, requires a world in which the 
individual is exempt from all forms of external control, including the physical barriers with which one may stand, 
sit, or interact. Having naturally lived to find comfort with such barriers, Shinji asks if "perfect" freedom is indeed 
really freedom at all. He is "uncertain," about his own existence because he cannot interact within anything with 
which he may define himself. He is if free to do anything and yet there is nothing to do. 
To put Shinji more at ease, his thoughts create a "restriction" in the world of perfect freedom. A flat, solid surface 
appears beneath him in the nothingness, and now he no longer floats, but stands upon a plane. 
SHINJI'S THOUGH TS: There, now you have a top and bottom. But you have lost a degree of your 
freedom. You may no longer fly- You must stand upon the earth. But now you feel easier, don't you? 
Because you have less to trouble your mind. And now. you can walk. This is happening because you will 
it to be. 
SHINJI: Is tliis my will? 
HIS THOUGH TS: Tills world, witli tins floor as the only thing around yourself. But now, vou can 
move around to anywhere you wish within it. You could even turn the world upside down, if you 
wanted to do that. And your perspective within your world is constantly changing. It changes with the 
passage of rime. You can change yourself as well, because the riling that forms your shape is your mind 
and its interaction witli the world that surrounds you. You can do anything here, because this is your 
world. This is the shape of your reality. 
Now able to stand upon a plane, Shinji is now able to orient his self-image as a being that can walk across an 
endless expanse of solid ground on two legs. It is through the "restriction" of the floor that Shinji is able to begin 
to define himself in a world of perfect freedom by interacting with the floor. By losing a "degree of his freedom" in 
the fact that he may no longer flv. or occupy the same space as the ground that he walks upon, Shinji has gained a 
degree of self-actualization. 
However, despite the barrier with which he may interact and through which he becomes aware of himself, Shinji is 
still unsatisfied. He still cannot completely orient his own self-image, given that the only barrier he may interact 
with is the ground he stands upon. 
SHINJI: What is this? An empty space? An empty world? A world where nothing exists, but myself? 
But with only myself. I have nothing to interact with. It's as if I'm licrc, but not here at all. It's as if 
I'm slowly fading out of existence [...] 
SHINJI'S THOUGHTS: Without others to interact with, you cannot truly recognize your own im­
age. ...; In the act of observing others, you may find, and recognize, yourself. Your self-image is 
restrained by having to observe the barrier between yourself and others. And yet, you cannot see your­
self without the presence of others. 
SHINJI: Because tliere arc others. I can perceive myself as an individual. If I am alone, then 1 will be 
the same without others. If this world is only me, then there will be no difference between me and 
nothing. 
SHINJI'S THOUGHTS: By recognizing the differences between yourself and others, you establish 
your identity as yourself ...] 
m 
It is through this thought process that Shin,, comes to the understanding that existence in perfect freedom is the 
same as nonexistence. There is non-freedom in perfect freedom in the sense that there are no restrictions to one's 
activities, and yet there is nothing to do in order to define oneself and therefore one's identity is moot This 
resonates strongly with Sartre's declaration in Being and Nothingness that "What we call freedom is impossible to 
distinguish from the bemgof human reality.' Man does not exist /W ,n order to be free subsequently, there is no 
difference between the being of man and his being-See", which is to say human existence and "reality"',s based on a 
human s ability to freely mterscr with the objects that compose that same reality and serve as boundaries to human 
freedom (,n reference to movement in the physical, the mental, and all other planes of existence ) (601 To be 
human ,s to be free ,n the sense that the state ofhumanity itself is defined by interactions with the boundaries 
composed of what humanity ,i not. Shinji's dilemma in the World of Perfect Freedom is the fact that he has 
nothing (and no one) to interact with and therefore use to define himself, thus it is indeed as if Shin,'i ",s there and 
y« not there at all while there is nothing he can use to differentiate himself from the nothingness that surrounds 
One can also say that there is a degree of freedom ,n non-freedom, being that one is able to interact and define 
oneself within the confines of the physical and social barriers that surround the individual. If humans require 
physical barriers ,n order to establish their physical identities by interacting with those barriers, then social barriers 
are also necessary for humans to establish their social identities. A, the same time, humans require the ability to 
choose how and when to interact with these barriers in order to have a semblance of self-image (and, by extension 
in order to call themselves human at all). The same idea appears in We, when D-503 says that "walls are the 
foundation of anything and everything human" (37). 
1 Ins evidence indicates that humans cannot sustain themselves in conditions resembling perfect non-freedom such 
as in the C ne State) or conditions resembling perfect freedom, since both ultimately deny the activities of 
self-actual,zation that a human requires to confirm his or her own existence and therefore live happily. Given that 
both freedom and non-freedom carry elements that both aid and hinder the human condition, one can imagine that 
ne solution to the question of how one rectifies the problems of injustice in a dystopia of non-freedom, and also 
w one rectifies the lack of self-real,zat,on ,n a dystopia of unnaturally perfect freedom, is a socially functioning. 
natural balance between freedom and non-freedom, carnality and logic, "the imaginary and the real, the rational and 
the „national, the simple and the complex as] equally important dimensions of [utopia]" Wegner 157 ' Thus in 
order to found a proper Utopia, the limiting knowledge and comforts afforded to humans by logic and reason must 
not be held with any more or less regard than the liberating natural human condition that enjoys those same 
comforts. ' ! 
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A Story About— 
fAj K^aitltjn Aurtis 
Rummaging through the pockets of his coat for a cigarette as he stepped onto the now deserted 
streets of Uncertainville, his brows pulled together in annoyance realizing he had earlier finished 
the pack. Did it really matter all that much? What satisfaction would someone like himself 
receive from smoking anyway? As he took in the cool air surrounding him. his irritated 
expression remained. 
"Hey! Did you even know those guys in there?" Blonde-girl asked with 
great curiosity as she trailed behind, undeniably drawn to him. 
With her sudden interjection into his thoughts, he turned to once again meet the familiar face 
from inside the pub. 1 hough she was seemingly interested as to how he'd initiated such chaos 
among people he'd never before met in his life, he simply shrugged; the tension in the muscles of 
his jaw slowly released and his thoughts seemed to wander away from his cigarette crisis. "Eh, 1 
know them." he admitted in a casual tone. "Don't you?" He asked, narrowing his eyes enough 
to get a reaction out of her, an odd look even. Although he could have waited for a response he 
continued with questions. "I bet you've at least dated the drunken one. haven't you? Tf not you, 
your friend or your sister has given him a go." He paused pushing the air, the cold air out from 
of his lungs with a sarcastic laugh. "Or was it your cousin?" He prodded, unable to hide the 
obvious smirk behind his words. "Anyhow, you are connected to him one way or another is what 
I'm trying to say, you know?" As his gaze rolled to the unevenly paved sidewalk, he lightly 
scuffed the sole of his shoe against a small ridge in it. "If you watch people long enough you'll 
realize they're all pretty much the same. It's this sad thing called 'human nature. '' Elc grinned, 
blowing a lung's gust of cool air into Blonde-girl's face. 
With a chill of reality and a slight frown she simply asked, "You really believe that?" Not 
wanting to agree with his cynical outlook, she wished to contest; however, she knew how difficult 
it was avoiding Certainty. 
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I a ppreciate the generous secretarial help 1 received from Priscilla Harvey who collected and 
sorted the contest submissions and assisted in many other ways. I a lso want to thank Kaicn 
Knapp for lier support and willingness to help. 
1 am indebted to William Montaruli for the layout of this year's edition. 
1 ap preciate the help of Chuck Heasley, Chair, Art and Art History, who organized the 
student artwork, and 1 am grateful to the artists who volunteered their work. 1 he artists 
appear in the following order: 
Cover Art Entitled "Ghost" by Arielle (dash 
Page Six Entitled "Coins" by Brooke Sharpe 
Page Ten Entitled "Bike Rack" by Katie Boehm 
Page Twenty-Three Entitled "Gate" by Erin Kavanaugh 
Page Thirty-Five Untitled by John Valentine 
Finally, I a m grateful lo the amazing student writers who contributed to tins book. 
Marv T.\ neh Kenneth 
Distinguished Teaching Professor. English 
Campus W r iling Coordinator 
Eleventh Annual College Writing 
Contest Coming Fall 2011! 
Each year, the College Writing Committee presents awards for outstanding undergraduate and 
graduate student writing in the following categories: 
Academic writing (papers based on sources or 
other data) 
Fiction (short stories, scripts) 
Poetry 
Creative Nonfiction 
Webpage Design (Judges will place emphasis 
on writing content. Pages should contain a 
minimum of 500 words of written text.) 
First place winners receive a cash prize of SI 00 and have their writing published in a booklet and presented on 
Scholars' Day. 
We encourage submissions by writers in all majors and at all levels of study. Entries may be submitted by profes­
sors or by students themselves. The work must have originated in a course taken at Cortland during the calendar 
year of the contest. For example, papers written for classes taken between January 2010 and December 2010 are 
eligible for the 2010 contest. The contest deadline is the last day of fall classes, in December of 2010. 
Submit electronic entries only. Entrants should not include their name on the competition paper itself. In an email 
message, they should indicate their name and ID number, the title of the submission, the category of the writing 
(e.g., academic writing, fiction, creative nonfiction), the course for which the paper was written, and the name of 
the professor. Electronic copies should be in Word format. 
Entrants may submit multiple submissions in one or more genres; however, each entry must be sent as a separate 
attachment to an email message. 
Send to Priscilla.harvevffl cortland.edu 
